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I Taming the Beast
Sizing up the challenge: step 1
Hillsides and slopes present a challenging set of conditions for plant growth and maintenance
including:
• shallow soils, and in cases where the bank is the result of grading cuts, soils may be virtually
non-existent, exposing only a granite face.
• water run off, and dryness due to exposure from sun and wind.
• maintenance problems due to the difficult access of slopes unstable surfaces make serious
garden work very difficult.
• fire hazard due to the proximity some slopes have to native hillside growth
• boring, boring, boring! Many slopes suffer visually due to uninteresting designs.

It is not all bad: step 2
In step 1, we identify and list the 'problems'.
In step #2 we go about solving those problems. This is not as difficult as you may think. Every
landscape design must begin with an analysis of the site and for every design 'problem' there is a
solution. Further, when we begin to think creatively there are unexpected benefits. There may be a
great view, existing native specimens and the surrounding foothills. Particular to slopes is the fact
that much of the surface is exposed providing a "canvas" on which to create strong visual patterns.

Think 'form follows function' : step 3
When we first think through how this slope needs to FUNCTION, we soon realize that in properly
addressing those issues the FORM or the visual aspects of the design fall into place in a very
natural way. A slope needs these things to function well:
1. Plants selected for their adaptability to the site
2. Proper installation of all materials
3. Effective weed control
4. Efficient irrigation

II Design Approach - Solving the 'Problems'
Erosion Control:
The most common soil movement is called a surface slip. This is where a wide but shallow
section of soil slides off the subsoil, carrying all vegetation with it.
By planting deep rooted plants, in combination with low growing shrubs and trailing ground covers,
we create root penetration at varying depths thus helping to stabilize the slope.
NOTE: do not use African or Spike ice plant on slopes, as the large succulent leaves are too
heavy and the actual weight of the plant itself can pull down the surface soil.

Coverage:
Everyone wants to get that slope covered! Fast coverage is often a priority and it is valid and
worthwhile to a point, but try to remember - DO IT ONCE AND DO IT RIGHT. Planting a slope
should not become an annual event. Dealing with a slope is very labor intensive, and doing a poor
job takes just about as much time and effort as installing a really well thought out design. Take
some time to think it through.
Plan for long term coverage; this is best accomplished by the use of sturdy plant materials,
including trees, shrubs and ground covers that are suited to the site. Plants that grow in a
low but wide fashion are going to be most effective.
A word about hydro-seeding; it is an inexpensive, and quick solution for hillside coverage, but be
aware that many seed mixtures contain annuals that bloom after the winter rains and quickly burn
out in the heat of summer. Also an entire slope of low growing cover such as Gazanias will allow
taller aggressive weeds to grow up and through. This is not to say hydro-seeding is a bad idea –
native mixtures are often used in revegetation projects, but not typically in residential
development. Flower mixtures can be useful but think of them in temporary terms as 'nurse crops'
- something to cover the ground the first couple of seasons until more substantial plant materials
become established and fill in the area.

Proper installation:
When purchasing plants from a nursery choose healthy stock - Bigger is not better,
especially on a slope. Use smaller plant materials such as one gallon plants instead of 5
gallon plants. Smaller plants - those that are young & vigorous, adapt better to the tough
growing conditions on a slope and are hardier in the long run.
Minimize maintenance by using fertilizer tablets in each planting hole to give the plants a
good start: they provide continuous feeding over a prolonged period of time.
When digging planting holes, avoid smooth sides so roots won't circle around and 'girdle'.

Irrigation:
Drip systems on a slope rather that over head spray can be a very effective method of
delivering water to your plants. With drip systems water is emitted directly at the base or root
zone of each plant in small amounts (GPH: gallons per hour) over a long period of time vs.
over-head rotors or sprinkler systems that deliver large amounts of water (GPM: gallons per
minute) to the entire surface of the slope in a short amount of time.
A drip system can help to avoid water run off, encourage strong deep root development
and minimize weed growth. The installation is labor intensive, although in the long run I think
it is worth it. Maintenance of the drip system depends on the quality of components used. If
you think you want to install a drip system for your slope make sure you purchase materials at
a professional irrigation supply store. You will find a wide selection of materials and
knowledgeable people behind the counter who can help you design a system suited to your
needs.
Drip systems are most effective with planting plans that incorporate individual shrubs
vs. large areas of ground covers planted out of flats that require the entire area to be watered.
Over head spray rotors are most typically installed on residential slopes and can also be
effective if run properly. To make the most efficient use of an overhead spray system, time your
irrigation controller so that the slope is not watered to the point of run off. You may find that
you need to spilt the watering in 2 or even 3 separate times.

Maintenance: Get rid of those weeds!
By incorporating the methods we've already mentioned, you are a step ahead of the
maintenance problems commonly associated with slopes - erosion (proper plant selection),
coverage - (the use of sturdy wide spreading plant materials will minimize weed growth) and
the use of an effective drip system - (healthy plant material, weed control).
Weed control by far is the biggest problem on slopes. No one likes to weed, and
hillsides are especially difficult to climb around on. So… before you plant ONE SINGLE
PLANT you have to prep the area, and eradicate the existing weeds - 100%.
You can remove them by hand (get the roots too) or use an herbicide such as Round-Up. Then:
1. Water the slope so that every weed seed can germinate. It is as if you are going to
grow a nice healthy crop of weeds.
2. Once you see the green (and before any weeds flower and go to seed) once again remove
weeds by hand or use an herbicide. If using an herbicide be mindful of wind drift – most
herbicides will affect any and all growing plants if the chemicals make contact with foliage.
I would recommend repeating steps 2 and 3 a LEAST twice. The point is to get the slope clean
until there are few to no weed seeds ready to germinate. With 3 cycles the entire process of can
take up to 6 weeks. But it is worth it.
Only after all of the weeds have been eradicated should you think about planting. Once
the slope is planted a pre-emergence product can be used to control future weed growth. These
products generally do not harm green growing plant material, but prevent the germination
process of seeds. Obviously you would not want to use it in a hydro-seeded situation.
Pre-emergence products are available in liquid or granular forms. Purchase them at a supply
store with knowledgeable sales people that can help you choose the right product for your
situation.

Ceanothus ‘Concha’ – 5ft O.C.

Tall Shrubs to 15ft:
Give these big shrubs room to grow – space accordingly!
Silverberry – Elaeagnus pungens............................ 6ft O.C.
Xylosma congestum – NCN .................................. 6ft to 8ft O.C.
Plumbago – Plumbago auriculata ......................... 6ft O.C.
Matalija Poppy – Romneya coulteri ..................... 6ft O.C. this plant will spread by runners, can
be difficult to establish, is seasonal and should be cut back every winter, but gorgeous, native to
slopes here and excellent erosion control.
Woody Vines:
You can plant these common woody vines on the up side of a slope and let them tumble down,
just make sure you give them plenty of room - 6ft to 10ft O.C. for a mass but leave plenty of
room between other plantings of different species so smaller shrubs are not swallowed up.
Bougainvillea spp
Cape Honeysuckle - Tecoma capensis
Accents:
Use accent plantings to provide texture and interest to your design. Remember not to crowd these
plants – they are there for “show” so... show them off - keep surrounding plantings low and away
– do not crowd their shape and form.
Aloe spp. – there are many most will do well on a slope, space according to species.
Agave – same instructions as above. Remember also that most agaves have sharp spines – do not
plant where there is a danger of anyone walking near by – they can literally put an eye out. There
is a soft tip variety that does well by pools: A. attenuata. This particular species can be frost
tender, but grows all over Corona area.
Hesperaloe – NCN ......................................... 3ft O.C.
New Zealand Flax - Phormium tenax : lots of varieties in this group from low dwarf to huge
plants that reach 7ft tall – know what you are buying and space accordingly, with this plant a little
bit goes a long way. Some of the tri-colored varieties are not “stable’ meaning they can revert
back to the parent plant – meaning they will lose that fancy color. San Marcos Growers is a good
resource for information on these plants.
Pride of Madera - Echium fastuosum ............ plant 6 to 7 ft O.C. - this is a large dramatic plant,
often the ‘mother’ plant will die out but it makes babies that take over. This plant is also attractive
to bees.
Grasses:
Grasses look amazing on slopes but you need to be aware that most grasses go dormant and need
to be cut back to the ground annually to really look their best – I like to do mine in February just
before the new growth begins - it is a once a year proposition but depending on how many you
plant it can be a huge job that generates tons of green waste. When planting in a mass, give
grasses plenty of room to show off their form.
Red Fountain Grass - Pennisetum rubra............ plant 5 ft O.C.
Maiden Grass - Miscanthus spp. ...................... spacing will vary depending on variety & species.

Centranthus ruber – Jupiter’s beard ..... 2ft O.C. – spreads throughout garden

Sago Palm - Cycas revoluta plant in mass 5 to 6ft O.C.

Oaks - Coast Live Oak – Quercus agrifolia: native to our local slopes and cayons

Design Approach - Form = Creating a Beautiful Look
An interesting design relies on a variety of plant materials to provide contrast, texture and
color. In addressing the functional needs of the slope we have already come a long way towards
that end. Here are a few design fundamentals that will really help pull together a beautiful look.
1. Repeat a theme: This is especially true in slope design. Slopes tend to be very large open
spaces, you need to think BIG. Use large mass plantings of the same type to create bold
blocks of color and pattern. Choose a plant palette and limit it to 4 or 5 types of shrubs at the
most, 1 or 2 accent plants, 1 type of ground cover and if the slope is large enough for it 1 or 2
types of trees. A slope is not the place for a perennial garden and one-of-these-one-of-those
fast becomes visually unfocused and chaotic.
2. Patterns: Take advantage of the fact that most of the surface of the slope is tilted and therefore
we see more of the surface. Planting in bold sweeping drifts not only makes good common
sense but also is striking from a visual standpoint.
3. Choose a color palette: Note that all of the palette below benefit from the addition of white.
White in the garden intensifies and brightens all the colors around.
4. Don't get into a wrestling match with mother nature!! If the slope is full of granite striations just go
with the flow and use them as part of your design - plant materials that are suited to rocky areas such
as rosemary.

Pastel Palettes: Made up of
cool colors; very serene
effect.
Blue—Lavender—Purple—
Clear Pinks

Hot Palettes: Made up of
warm colors tend to be
energetic vibrant.
Orange—Red—Yellow—
Blue—Purple
Green on green – simple,
soothing

